AMT2 (All Movies Tourney Episode Two) Round 4 (121-160)
40 tossups by Ray Luo and Eok Ngo

121). Also featuring music by Michel Legrand is this film, which Susan Sontag calls "one of the most extraordinary, beautiful, and original works of art that I know of."  Beginning with a quote of Montaigne and various views of a face, it contains a famous conversation in which Kleinfrankenheim says "we should live in silence; the more one talks, the less the words mean."  To be sure one has found the right word, the director prints it in big letters.  The prostitute Nana is traded by Raoul for money, but she tries to escape and is shot dead by the gang.  FTP name this Jean-Luc Godard film starring Anna Karina, a film in 12 pictures of her existence.
	Answer: Vivre sa vie: Film en douze tableaux; or My Life to Live: Film in Twelve Pictures

122). Kikunosuke is the adopted son of a great actor who sucks at acting even though he has the family name.  He gives up his inheritance for the servant girl Toku, who only wants to help him master his craft so he could return to his family proud.  After suffering as an itinerant actor, Kikunosuke returns to his family in Tokyo, leaving Toku sick in Osaka.  He becomes a great actor and is paraded on the river, but returns too late to Toku who dies, sacrificing herself for his career.  FTP name this 1939 Kenji Mizoguchi tale of Kikunosuke's final flowering.
	Answer: Zangiku monogatari; or The Story of the Last Chrysanthemum

123). {Eok}  The actors who play the Soup Nazi, Babu Bhatt, and the Wigmaster on Seinfeld, have parts in this film as a card dealer, UN secretary, and tour guide, respectively. Vanilla Ice and Gary Coleman are his two legendary companions while he is being kept alive. Both Patty O’Brien and Mustafa fail to kill him since he possesses such skills as stripping to defeat the likes of model, Cindy Margolis, or simple judo chops. Located in Las Vegas, Virtucon is the legitimate corporate face of his nemesis, Dr. Evil. FTP, what is this first installment about a groovy secret agent played by Mike Myers?
	Answer: Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery (prompt on just Austin Powers, do not accept Austin Powers I)

124). Perhaps I had a wicked childhood.  Nothing comes from nothing.  Climb every mountain, cross every stream, follow every rainbow, 'til you find your dream.  How do you hold a moonbeam in your hand?  Somewhere in my youth or childhood, I must have done something good.  How do you solve a problem like Maria?  Raindrops on roses, whiskers on kittens, these are some of my favorite things.  Doe: a deer, a female deer.  Ray: a drop of golden sun.  Me: a name I call myself.  These are lyrics from, FTP what Robert Wise musical starring Julie Andrews about the clatter of harmony?
	Answer: The Sound of Music

125). It begins with Atmospheres, the overture and prelude of pure orchestral color.  Adagio "Discovery" from Gayane depicts life aboard the vessel.  The avant-garde 1966 choral a capella Lux Aeterna by Ligeti accompanies Dr. Heywood Floyd's flight.  The Blue Danube waltz depicts orbital mechanics at work while Also Sprach Zarathustra completes the cycle of death and rebirth with the rise of the monolith.  These musical selections appear in, FTP, what Stanley Kubrick science fiction trip?
	Answer: 2001: A Space Odyssey

126). Noting that scopophilia is a pleasure intrinsic to cinema, the formulator of this concept adapted Jacques Lacan's ideas to study the two responses to castration anxiety: voyeuristic controlled and fetishistic substituted types.  Teresa de Lauretis argued that it neglects double identification of the audience with both passive and active postions, while E. Ann Kaplan asked whether the female can also be a controlling subject.  Coined in the 1975 essay "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema" by Laura Mulvey, FTP name this foremost concept in feminist film criticism refering to cinema's tendencies to represent women, the good life, and fantasy from a man's point of view.
	Answer: male gaze

127). {Eok}  In the sequel to this movie, Maya and Brittany, as played by Leila Arcieri and Susan Ward, scheme to obtain an inheritance worth millions. Bill Murray, as the defense attorney, saves Sam Lombardo from rape charges but he is still forced to quit his job as a high school coach. Sergeant Ray Duquette discovers evidence of a larger scheme by Suzie, a key witness, Sam, and Kelly, the rape victim. In the end, Kevin Bacon as Ray shoots Kelly, Suzie harpoons Ray, and Sam is poisoned by Suzie. Featuring what is the most talked about threesome, FTP, what is campy erotic thriller starring Matt Dillon, Neve Campbell, and Denise Richards?
	Answer: Wild Things

128). Ironically, this film won the Stalin Prize for filmmaking.  The most famous scene is the people arriving at Alexandrov.  With makeup reminiscent of Kabuki, it starred Serafima Birman as Efrosinia and Nikolai Cherkasov as the titular figure, with music by Sergei Prokofiev.  Its third part is incomplete due to the untimely death of its director, who also completed Alexander Nevsky.  Suppressed for its resemblance to Stalin, FTP name this Sergei Eisenstein film.
	Answer: Ivan Groznyj; or Ivan Mriskhane; or Ivan the Terrible

129). If you're hard core, you'd be able to get the title of this film from just its director: George Fitzmaurice.  Since you're not, you'd appreciate me telling you that it ends with the title character being led to the firing squad and kissing a ring.  That should've been the giveaway, but if you're still with me here, I'll fill you in on the heroine, a lover of General Shubin who is told that the only way to resign from her profession is to die.  By now you're probably thinking that the title female is a spy who loves a blinded pilot, but you figure that I wouldn't ask you about this stupid film if it didn't star Greta Garbo.  FTP I say Garbo and oriental German spy and you provide me with the correct answer to this question.
	Answer: Mata Hari

130). Set to marry Charlotte von Zanik, Dr. Schon starts his own execution by marrying what we today would call a slut.  Based on two Frank Wedekind plays, this film portrays a disreputable woman who kills her husband and escapes with his son to a casino ship, where she is sold to the Egyptians as a whore, then becomes a prostitute who refuses to charge her final customer, a notorious killer.  Starring Louise Brooks, FTP name this G. W. Pabst film about a promiscuous woman murdered by Jack the Ripper, who released the evils of lust.
	Answer: Die Buchse der Pandora; or Pandora's Box; or Lulu

131). {Eok}  He wants to quit when he confronts Meg Ryan’s Carol after his partner Nick Bradshaw dies in a crash. While at a bar, he begins to serenade Charlie, the new consultant, with “You’ve Lost that Loving Feeling.” When Hollywood and Wolfman are shot down, he and Merlin are sent to rescue his rival Iceman; both team up to take down 3 MIGs. Blaming himself for the death of his partner Goose, FTP, what is this Tom Cruise character in Top Gun, with a call sign that’s synonymous with roguish behavior?
	Answer: Maverick

132). The fly swatter with red dots and Frog the grizzled pianist each show up at least 3 times.  "Just help me keep from sliding down some more" and "Walk with me Joshua" are sung by Connie White, while her rival, a mentally unstable lady, sings "It hurts so bad it gets me down" and "Moma and daddy."  No one knows the words to "The star-spangled banner," but Winifred saves the Centennial Park concert to support Hal Phillip Walker by going on stage to sing "You may say that I ain't free but it don't worry me," after Barbara Jean is shot.  FTP name this Robert Altman film about the capital of Tennessee.
	Answer: Nashville

133). Ambrose Murgatroyd has the last say in this film when he steps out of the cabin: "positively the same dame."  The night after the wedding, Charles Pike's wife confesses her elopement with stable boy Angus, her affair with Herman and his friend Vernon, then Cecil, and John's twin cousins Hubert and Herbert, just to avenge his leaving her earlier on board a ship back from South America, where he was studying snakes.  FTP name this Preston Sturges film starring Henry Fonda, and Barbara Stanwyck as the titular woman, who should be the wife of Adam.
	Answer: The Lady Eve

134). It usually goes along with shooting on location and downplaying of individual characters.  Aiming to stimulate the spectator via conflict, it can be either elliptical or overlapping.  Old and New and October are in its "intellectual" style, and it was pioneered in Eisenstein's Strike.  Andre Bazin called it a "series of either logical or subjective points of view of an event."  FTP name this technique associated with the Soviets that creates contrasting temporal relations by cutting.
	Answer: Soviet montage; prompt on editing

135). {Eok}  In Veronica Guerin, his cameo role is only credited as tattooed boy. His early works in Danny Byrne in BBC series Ballykissingangel and Daniel in the miniseries Falling for a Dancer. His role as Bozz in Tigerland earned him praise while he continued to claim roles like Jesse James in American Outlaws and Lt. Thomas Hart in Hart’s War. Starring opposite Cruise in The Minority Report, Pacino in The Recruit, and Affleck in Daredevil, he plays the lead in Oliver Stone’s Alexander. FTP, who is this foul mouthed actor noted for recent hits like S.W.A.T. and Phone Booth?
	Answer: Colin Farrell

136). Emma's fiancee listens to a recording of "feminine wisdom and masculine uncertainty" in the teaching of a poetess, who tells him not to make a choice between journalism and literature, in a party hosted by Steiner, a philosophical and seemingly normal man who later murders his children and commits suicide.  Following frivolity celebrating Nadia's newfound freedom, the party marches to the beach, where they find a monsterous fish washed up ashore staring at them.  Although Paola tries to show him the way, Marcello doesn't understand the girl's gestures.  Containing Anita Ekberg's famous strut across the Trevi Fountain, FTP name this Federico Fellini film containing the character Paparazzo, a movie loaded with carbohydrates.
	Answer: La dolce vita; or The Sweet Life

137). This film contains a trial: "he may talk like an idiot and look like an idiot, but don't let that fool you, he really is an idiot."  Offended at being called an "upstart," the new leader notes that "we're going to war" because he already paid "a month's rent for the battle field."  Staring at Pinky impersonate him in the mirror, Firefly proposes marriage: "all I can promise you is a Rufus over your head."  FTP name this Marx Brothers film, the result of the headstrongs marrying the armstrongs.
	Answer: Duck Soup

138). "It could be Oedipus Rex, where a chap kills his father, and causes a lot of bother," "no death like you get in Macbeth, no ordeal like the end of Camille."  Interrupted by four singers stepping over each other's feet, this song applauds "the doubt while the jury is out, or the thrill when they're reading the will."  Like the "great Shakespearian scene, where a ghost and a prince meet, and everyone ends in mince meat," Tony and Gaby kiss, then they sing: "A show that is really a show, sends you out with a kind of a glow, and you say as you go on your way," "the world is a stage, the stage is a world of," FTP what musical anthem sung in The Band Wagon.
	Answer: "That's Entertainment!"

139). {Eok}  This former member of the Canadian band “Lighthouse” is responsible for creating the main title theme for Late Night with Conan O’Brien. This first director of the Saturday Night Live band has scored all but one of David Cronenberg’s theatrical films. His work ranges from the music for Striptease and Cop Land to Big, Philadelphia, Dogma, and High Fidelity. FTP, who is this Oscar winning composer of scores for films such as Silence of the Lambs and the Lord of the Rings trilogy?
	Answer: Howard (Leslie) Shore

140). This film suggests that "life is divided into the horrible and the miserable," and "you should be thankful you're miserable."  Beginning with a quote from Freud's Wit and it's Relation to the Unconscious but attributed to Groucho Marx, it ends by espousing the need for eggs.  When a Columbia professor makes fun of Fellini and downplays the media, Marshall McLuhan is summoned to refute his credibility, all while in line to see The Sorrow and the Pity.  FTP name this 1977 best picture by Woody Allen.
	Answer: Annie Hall

141). In Jean-Luc Godard's Les Carabiniers, a farm boy watches his first movie in which a train arriving at a station came directly at the viewer, prompting him to duck.  This was a reference to L'Arrivee d'un train en gare, one of the first works by this dynamic duo.  Their catalogues consisted of General Views, Comic Views, Military Views, and Views of Diverse Countries.  They set standards by establishing a one foot per second exposure rate, using 35 mm film, and dispatching cameras all over the world to capture fascinating motion pictures.  FTP name the French siblings who revolutionized cinema.
	Answer: Lumiere brothers

142). Eddie sings "you are like a painted melody, that never lets me be."  In one of the greatest performances ever in a musical film, Bessie Love plays an older sister who gives up her lover to her younger sister and starts over in Peoria, doing "more with a voh-de-oh-doh, than Mr. Rockefeller can with all of his dough."  Featuring "The wedding of the painted dolls," and following the careers of the Mahoney sisters, FTP name this 1929 best picture, the first film of several to take on the title of the NY street that inspires "a smile today, a tear tomorrow."
	Answer: The Broadway Melody; or The Broadway Melody of 1929

143). {Eok}  Different colors are used to distinguish the different Rashamon-like scenarios. The red scene shows a defiant upholding of culture while an arrowstorm falls upon a calligraphy school followed up a yellow scene where Moon, played by Zhang Ziyi, tries to take revenge against Master Springbrook. In a blue scene, Nameless recounts his duel with Master Springbrook to the lord of Qin, who has summoned him to the palace. FTP, what title figure must attempt to explain how he managed to defeat the assassins Sky, Broken Sword and Flying Snow, a film starring Jet Li who is not the villain?
	Answer: Hero or Ying Xiong

144). It ends in spring time near a desert full of skeletons.  Pierre Batcheff and Simone Mareuil star in this classic, in which a male maid drops dead while riding on a bicycle.  The diagonally striped tie may or may not have anything to do with the ants growing out of the man's hand, but cutting the eye ball is certainly a symbol of the impossibility of pure perception, as in Hitchcock's Spellbound with sets also designed by an artist.  FTP name this 1929 short by Luis Bunuel and Salvador Dali.
	Answer: Un chien andalou; or An Andalusian Dog

145). Noel Carroll distinguishes between this and the enigma interpretations as principal theories for explaining it.  In an interview with Peter Bogdanovich, a filmmaker claims that they did everything they could to "take the mickey out of it."  Product of "penny-book Freud," it remained as an artifact to explain everything, but really it explains nothing, suggests Pauline Kael.  Invented by Herman Mankiewicz, FTP name this famous last word spoken by Charles Foster Kane, the name of his sled.
	Answer: rosebud

146). Oklahoma Wigwam investigates the killing of Pegler by town bully Lon Yountis.  The black boy Isiah saves the titular son of Yancey Cravat during a shoot-out with The Kid.  Yancey is the half-Indian husband of Sabra who repeatedly leaves town to follow his wanderlust, until he is found a drifter at the end, and dies after saving the lives of workers at the oil field.  Starring Irene Dunne and Richard Dix, FTP name this film based on a Edna Ferber novel, the 1931 best picture.
	Answer: Cimarron

147). {Eok}  In the 3 sequels, Daniel Bernhardt takes on the leading role but none are the Great White Dragon. Norman Burton and Forest Whitaker play agents sent to find this military man, who is befriended by the hulking fighter Ray Jackson. His destination is Hong Kong where he hopes to honor, Tanaka, his dying sensei’s last wishes. Based on a real story, Frank Dux seeks to defeat Chong Li in the illegal fighting contest known as a Kumite [KOO-muh-tey]. FTP, what is this film that introduced America to star Jean-Claude Van Damme?
	Answer: Bloodsport

148). In order to get away with over 8 minutes of uninterrupted intimacy, the director of this film stages a series of short conversational phrases between kisses that take the lovers from the porch to the telephone inside.  Threatened by his compadres, Alex Sebastian and his mother are determined to slowly poison his wife, an American agent, so that no one would suspect her knowledge of the uranium in the cellar.  FTP name this Hitchcock film starring the "infamous" Ingrid Bergman.
	Answer: Notorious

149). Sid and Nancy; White Heat with James Cagney; The Incredible Shrinking Man; anything by Derek Jarman; The Exorcist; The Yellow Submarine; for many fans, A Clockwork Orange; for many beach bums, Big Wednesday; Blade Runner; Blow-up; Paul Newman movies like The Hustler, for followers of Paul Newman; anything by Andy Warhol; The Usual Suspects; Five Easy Pieces; the sequel to Frankenstein; The Rocky Horror Picture Show; Apocalypse Now.  FTP these films, though not necessarily banned, have all been referred to as what type of film that has a special, intense base of followers?
	Answer: cult films

150). The protagonist of this film is the symbol of love without memory, and the anguish of forgetting.  She was hungry for desire and death and should have been paraded through the town.  Her life goes on and on; his death goes on and on; until she forgets all but his German name, her dead love, an enemy of France.  Her name is Nevers and his name is the title location, the fear of indifference in, FTP, the film that really began the New Wave by Alain Resnais, dealing with love and the Atomic bomb.
	Answer: Hiroshima mon amour

151). {Eok}  On Christmas, Peter who is mugged falls into the rails but is saved by a token vendor. Peter is actually engaged to Ashley but his family, the Callahans, think the token vendor is his fiancée and welcomes her openly to the family. Slowly Jack starts to fall for Lucy who has been visiting and caring for his brother Peter, who has been in a coma. With a title modifier suggesting slumber, FTP, what is this romantic comedy starring Bill Pullman and Sandra Bullock? 
	Answer: While You Were Sleeping

152). Believing that "it's all in the game and the way you play it, and you've gotta play the game you know," she first saw the light when "it was pink and amber, coming from the footlight on the stage."  She's "got that little something extra that Ellen Teri talks about," but when something happens, she heads straight for the shampoo bottle.  Believing that "somewhere there's a someone who's a someone for" her, she was "born in a trunk in a Princess Theatre in Pocatello Idaho," and sings of "the man that got away."  FTP name this lover of the big fat closeup in a titular George Cukor musical.
	Answer: Esther Blodgett; or Vicki Lester; or the Star; accept A Star Is Born

153). The title phrase of this film comes just before a declaration of preference for classical music from the saxophone player pretending to be the wealthy owner of a yacht.  Having witnessed the massacre of Toothpick Charlie, two musicians dress up to travel to Florida, only to run into another massacre when Little Bonaparte guns down Spatz Colombo.  Jerry gets engaged to Old Osgood while Joe hooks up with Sugar Kane.  FTP name this Billy Wilder movie in which Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon became women.
	Answer: Some Like It Hot

154). On a conference call, a parrot asks Margaret Thatcher for a kiss.  Earlier, Bond visits the grave of his wife Teresa, and asks Reverend Q for forgiveness: "for I have sinned" "that's putting it mildly 007."  Carole Bouquet plays Melina, who claims that "Greek women, like Electra, always avenge their loved ones."  Bond explains detente after tossing away ATAC from a mountain top: "you don't have it, I don't have it."  Also a Sheena Easton song, FTP name this titular document only to be seen by Bond.
	Answer: For Your Eyes Only

155). {Eok}  Red’s Dream, Knick Knack, Luxo Jr., and Tin Toy are all noted shorts he’s created; Tin Toy being the first computer animated film winning an Oscar. This executive producer helped bring Spirited Away to the U.S. and projects like Finding Nemo and Monsters, Inc. A Co-founder and the Creative Executive Vice President of Pixar, his current project include producing The Incredibles and directing Cars. FTP, what writer-director became the first person to be nominated for best original screenplay for an animated film for Toy Story? 
	Answer: John Lasseter

156). Its top 250 has Citizen Kane at number 11 and The Shawshank Redemption at number 2.  An amazon.com company, it contains features like a hangman quiz and a link to hollywoodreporter.com.  Supposedly visited by over 18 million movie lovers each month, it has a celebrity photo service as well as a free trial to the pro version.  FTP name this comprehensive listings website whose logo has a house on it in addition to three capital and one lower case letters.
	Answer: imdb.com; i.e. IMDb.com; or the internet movie database

157). Sung in Central Park to Menagerie following skater's waltz, this song is followed by Pete's confession that it was his idea and that he doesn't have any more of them.  If he and Linda ever part, then that might break his heart, so he's giving up his "pajemas" for "pajamas," and she's giving up "ersters" for "oysters."  The most famous song in a film featuring "They can't take that away from me," it ends by ironically calling the titular imperative off, and the dancing duo crash-skating straight onto the lawn.  "You say either and I say eye-ther, you say neither and I say neye-ther," FTP we better perform the titular action in a Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers song featured in Shall We Dance that happens when you don't like your date.
	Answer: "Let's call the whole thing off"

158). This film claims that "time and space do not exist," because imagination "spins out and weaves new patterns" on a flimsy ground of reality.  Revolving around A Dream Play by August Strindburg, it traces the children's stay at stepfather Edvard's dungeon of a home, where the bishop punishes the children for defaming him.  Theater director Oscar and actor Gustav Adolf are members of the family of Mrs. Ekdahl, who takes care of the titular grandchildren.  FTP name this autobiographical film by Ingmar Bergman that won the 1983 best foreign-language film Oscar.
	Answer: Fanny and Alexander

159). {Eok}  This daughter of a blind jazz pianist recently divorced author Valery Lameignere. Partially responsible for the success of Julia Roberts by refusing the role of Vivian in Pretty Woman, she hasn’t had a major role in years but enjoyed rave reviews for playing Sally Bowles in Cabaret on Broadway. Her acting career began with the role of Molly Parker on The Facts of Life before she took the roles of Andie Walsh in Pretty in Pink. FTP, who is this Brat Packer noted for playing Claire in The Breakfast Club and Sam in Sixteen Candles?
	Answer: Molly Ringwald

160). In A Clockwork Orange, Alex calls it a gulliver.  In Follow the Fleet, Sherry, played by Ginger Rogers, tells her sister that it takes a lot of this to be dumb.  Title of a 2001 documentary on Maurice Ravel, it names a 1988 Ed Hunt movie.  Ken Russell directed a billion dollar version that starred Michael Caine.  Donovan's was kept by Lew Ayres in a 1953 film.  Dr. Mabuse has a superhuman one.  My uncle from America exists because of the persistence of the reptilian one.  Henry performs a translant of this to the bride of Frankenstein.  Miles Monroe's 2nd most favorite organ in Sleeper, FTP name this coveted object of the scarecrow in The Wizard of Oz.  
	Answer: brain; go ahead and finish reading this question for fun


